Greetings Students,

Hope you have enjoyed the first half of fall semester. I came across a list of seven suggestions for building success that I found to be very interesting. I hope you will take time to read through and apply these suggestion to help build more positive habits for college success.

Seven Suggestions for Building Success

- In every class, look for positive people to associate with.
- In every lecture, look for one more interesting idea.
- In every chapter, find one more concept important to you.
- With every friend, explain a new idea you’ve just learned.
- With every instructor, ask a question.
- With yourself, keep a list of your goals, positive thoughts and actions.
- Remember, you are what you think, you feel what you want.

(Donald Martin, How to be a Successful Student)

Good luck on your midterms & enjoy October Break!

Veda Charlton, MRC
DSS Assistant Director